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Our most complete kit ever!
Flight Plan: Elementary Activity Pads
Give your kids their own exciting daily activity sheet! The sheets—one per child per day—are bound in a tear-off pad for easy distribution. Each day contains fun activities that reinforce the day’s lesson. One pad contains enough activity sheets for 8 kids!

VBZK-1102, $12.99 per pad
Decorating Poster Set
Add some flair to your VBS (or any kid’s room) with these colorful posters! Set of four posters, 24” x 36” each.
VBZZK-1118, $12.99 per set

Bible Memory Poster Set
Emphasize the daily Bible memory verses with these colorful posters! Each space themed poster gives one of the daily Bible memory verses. Set of four posters, 24” x 36” each.
VBZZK-1117, $12.99 per set

Decorating and Promo Banner
A great way to announce your VBS program, or use inside for your site decorations! Bright and durable, this single-sided vinyl banner demands your attention and has a large area for customization. 2’ x 6’ each, with grommets.
VBZZK-1121, $24.99 each

Mission to M.A.R.S. Wristbands
Help teachers and children identify which flight crew they belong to with these colorful security wristbands. One sheet of wristbands is for a total of 10 students. The colorful Mission to M.A.R.S. logo is on each wristband! Check out ideas for team colors in the Elementary Director’s Guide.
Red: VBZZK-1132RD, $1.50, sheet of 10
Blue: VBZZK-1132BL, $1.50, sheet of 10
Green: VBZZK-1132GR, $1.50, sheet of 10
Yellow: VBZZK-1132YL, $1.50, sheet of 10
Orange: VBZZK-1132OR, $1.50, sheet of 10

Promo Poster
This colorful promotional poster is a great way to promote Mission to M.A.R.S. to your church and your neighborhood. It is also a quick and easy way to make door signs! Set of five posters, customizable, 17” x 24” each.
VBZZK-1100, $9.99 per set

Invitation Postcards
Kids love getting mail, so send them their own invitation to VBS! Set of 50 postcards, customizable, 3.5” x 5.25” each.
VBZZK-1106, $9.99 per set

My Best Friend, Jesus
This vibrant, full-color booklet uses the powerful imagery of The Story of Jesus for Children film to help you lead kids to the Savior. It includes the ABC’s of Salvation, a prayer of commitment, and steps for follow-up.
VBZZJFSB-3000, $4.99, package of 10

So…You Want to Follow Jesus?
For those children who accept Christ in VBS, this is a great resource! This colorful five-week Bible study is the tool you need to disciple new believers in the faith. Order a packet for each child who makes a commitment to Christ.
VBZZCD-3206, $4.99 per packet
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